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State of
Authorship

A closer look at the time,
tasks, and costs involved in
publishing research papers

Publication in peer-reviewed journals is a multi-step process that can take more than a year to complete. Understanding the process
can save you time and money, increase your number of published papers and citations, add to the global knowledge base, and advance
your career. The 2016 AJE authorship white paper (available for free at www.aje.com/en/arc/state-of-authorship-report) explores
factors that help you gain maximum impact from the time and money you spend. Here are a few highlights:

THE SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING PROCESS
Build on published research in new manuscripts

Present my
research
effectively with
text and
figures

Evaluate the
work and
identify the
best-fit outlet

Submit to
journal

Repeat until
acceptance

Journal
Decision

PUBLISH!

• ~45%, overall acceptance
rate (average)
• 21% Articles rejected
before review
• 188 Days, submission to
acceptance (average)
• 175 Days, acceptance to
publication (average)
363 days total (average)

PUBLISHING CAN BE COSTLY

$906
Article processing
charge (average)

$508

Page charges for
paper (average)

$8-$3,900

Share article, increase
global knowledge base
& advance career
• Positive impact on society
• Grant funding
• Jobs and Tenure
• New Collaborations
• New invitations to present

TOP FACTORS AFFECTING THE CITATIONS RECEIVED

Publication
Experience

Research field
Some fields, like immunology,
are cited much more frequently
than others

Article processing
charge (range)

More papers = More citations
(especially early in career)

$444

Publishing
Journal

Collaboration
and length

A journal’s citation average
is predictive, but not the
whole story

Longer articles + More authors =
More citations

Color fees
(applies to 53% of
science journals)

AJE services are designed to help you increase your publication and citation rate, save time,
and reduce costs. Get started today at www.aje.com.
Results presented are are based on an analysis of results from a proprietary AJE survey of
research authors, Scimago (www.scimagojr.com), and previous studies.
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